
 students going abroad for studying. agree/disagree

Going abroad has different aspects.i think it depends on your own country , your country ’s 
university , the quality of education , work , society and all situations that makes you against your 
feeling ,leave your common life and make a new one in a new country with a foreign language .

 In light of this topic subtitle, I can say positive and negative points . that people aren’t able to study 
in any field they want ,They feel that the level of education is not enough and can notcannot satisfy 
them., I think the better way is immigration and going abroad  to  find a university that can convince 
them . For example some fields don't have a phd or a master's degree because they are new and in 
our country this field is not as much known as other fields . In this way  staying in their own country 
makes the  People who that have many wishes and much potential many potancial to work hard 
and improve in their life can be surpass suppressed.

I think for going abroad personality is more important . As I see for example there is aare people that 
are so sociable that go in other countries where there are not have any sociable people and they re 
going to be depressed. At the end I think this is an important disicion decision that we should make .  
And of course having  distance is so hard for families and they should just have communication with 
the internet and social programsm like telegram , skype , viber and …. . I think it's hard to grow up 20 
years with your family and suddenly make a disicoin decision to go abroad and be alone .in my 
opinion iff if you intend want to go to study in overseas you should have  financial support , because 
I think if students go there and simultaneously study and at work, it is so hard, at least for the first 
year because you just jast go and try to adjust yourself you self .

If we have the courage to change our lives and we are not satisfied we can go abroad . Of course 
many people are never be satisfied and always complain about their situation . I think as to what 
people what should do is its better to be consulted with someone one like a consultant or somebody 
body that knows  all things about your own personality or your country’s university. At the end I 
think we should do something that our heart and brain together cover it and try our out best and 
improve so that we never regret it sigh for that .


